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PART ONE 
STEREOTYPES

AS 
A CURSE?



ACTIVITY ONE:
THE ISLANDS ACTIVITY



Mexicans are 

drug addicts
Americans 

are racist

The French 

are true

lovers

The Japanese

behave like robots
Germans are 

rigid

Our food is

the best



Croatian Tunisian
Ottoman Empire





« Cultures are not isloated islands »

- Cultures borrow from each

other

- Culture is not static. It’s

changing and evolving. 

Otherwise it will die and 

disappear. 

- Intercultural dialogue



Mexican

culture

American 

culture
French 

culture

Japanese

culture

German

culture

Tunisian

culture

Colonisation

Trade

Maritime movements

Transport

Computer mediated

technologies

Social media

Globalisation

Lingua franca



 What will happen if you teach your students cultures as isloated islands of 
facts, subjective statements and dos and dont’s?

- categorisations of cultures as polite/ impolite…

- generalistations (exp: all )

- generate stereotypes

- adopt prejudices

- ethnocentrism

- eurocentrism

- no intercultural communicative skills

- isolation

- essentialist attitudes (Us Vs Them)

- teaching the surface layer of cultures.





« و داوني بالتي كانت هي 
الداء »

« And cure me with
what was the 

disease »





ACTIIVTY TWO:
DISCUSSION STARTERS



Have you ever been stereotyped? How? 

Were you stereotyped on a cultural basis?

Is it true? How did you feel? 

Conclusions:

- Stereotypes are harmful.

- Stereotypes hide the truth of individuals.

- Stereotypes hinder communication.



Think of how your culture is seen by others. 

How is it stereotyped?

Is the stereotype true? Do all people of your culture behave
the same?

Conclusions:

- Stereotypes are mere generalisations

- Stereotypes are essentialist observations (us vs them)





A critical incident is a narrative that illustrates a
misunderstanding between two or more people
from different cultural backgrounds.

Critical incidents are occasions that stay in mind.
They refer to communication situations usually
problematic and confusing, even amusing.



CULTURE SHOCK
When we were on a linguistic trip, the host thought we live in tents

although he was very nice to us. My friend wanted to correct his

miconception by saying « Dorsaf’s siblings are doctors ». He cried

with a shocking tone « Doctors living in tents ? How strange !! »

Stereoptypes are rigid. (exp: Although black she’s beautiful.)

Sterotypes prevent us from seeing the truth.



THE TAXI DRIVER
During the elections of 2014, a taxi driver said: « It’s insane
that a woman becomes president » not noticing that I am a
woman too.

I said: « Why not? There are successful female politicians in
countries like Germany».

He answered: « heh!! Are you comparing Tunisian women to
German women?! »

Gender/ cultural stereotypes



WARNING

During an international conference, a professor
advised local students to be polite when writing
emails to British people. They are very polite.

Stereotypes categorise cultures into polite and
implite, peaceful and violent…

Stereotyped people feel marginalised and have low
self esteem…



Simulations

Scenarios 

Reflection on pictures/ videos

Multicultural literature



IMPLICATIONS ON TEACHING CULTURE 
DIVERSITY:

Teaching stereotypes as instuments/ tools will lead students
to:

- think critically

- understand the problematic and find solutions for it.

- develop their intercultural communicative competence.

- learn how to transfer communication techniques to
different intercultural encounters.



CAN YOU MAKE YOUR OWN CONCLUSION?



Stereotypes are a curse

=
learning objectives/ teaching aims

Stereotypes are a blessing 

=
Teaching instruments/ tools



Stereotypes should not be taught as …………………… ….but 
as:

Learning 

objectives/ 

teaching aims

-Instruments

-Tools 

-Input

in order to discard ……............  and accept the ………………………. 

That is the ……… from cultural diversity teaching.

them/

stereotypes Other

aim

/ differences






